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TECHNICAL REPORT VIII.

MINIPROJECTS
(A Mathematical Probe)

Goals and Purposes of the Ainiprojcts

An average size tree will produce about 25 kilograms of paper:

Estimate hod many trees must be cut down to produce all the paper used

by yourschool, in one year."

This is an example of.a miniproject-which is designed to give ele=

mentary school children experience in working in real-world situations

dr
which can be understood better with the use of mathematical methods and

"
reasoning. These sit ations or problems may atise from the students.'

N, A

own experiences or surroundings or may come IrOm some cure nt news item

Or some recent ScientifiC or social development.
L

To put the miniproljects and applied problems into perspective, it

may be appropriate to discuss the different tYpes'of problems to which

Children may be,exposed. (1) Textbook exercises; e.g. S29, These exer-
11,

354. .

H 4147

cises appear in textbooks in order to develop skill with algorithms.

'(2) Textbook wordprobl-ems; e.g. Sally has, 7 apples and is given 3mOre.
-

How many apples dots she then have?' These problems are used tomotivate'
/

he bAic operations by,tying them to familiar situations. They/also
Y

tend to.develop skill with the. basic facts or algorithms. (3)/Puzzle
. ,

/problems; e.g. If 5 :people are going to

,

shake each other's h/ands, how

many handshakes will result? These 'problems are selected to/emphasize

.certain problem - solving processes or strategies% 7 y'have been used
.. /

extensively-in the MPSP modules, mblem decks, and GASP /problem boards..,

4 Applied problems, ,e.;g .' When will the samecalendar as that of 1977.

agal be correct? Thatis,:when will the days of the month next match /
- ,f.

thOse of 1977? These problems relate directly to/real,world situations

I)
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and are often open-ended, leading tD'fdrther investigations:

(5) Miniprojects; e.g. The paper co servation project given above.

It is the aim of the miniprojects to give children an opportunity to

go through all of the steps involved in mathematical modelling3 or in

other words, in the scientific procelk, tik ituations in whiceathe--

matics naturally arises: This Means that t students will see a situ- 4'

ation'and formulate a problem. They decide u on the method§ to us

to,solve itKc011ect the necessary data, do the required calculat

. ,
.

:-,anOfinally interpret their results. The problem one encounters

., .

throughout life often require these steps fo their soldtion, but the-

usual textbook problems do not deverdp the (students' ability to handle
t.

4

such problem situations. The usual textbook problems and exercises
1 .4)

generallyrequire the student merely to apply just the method under

,discussion .and does not train the Student to go through the scientific

,proce es described above. 1When the student latetencountetprObrlem
i ,..

zV '

. t L ,

,
.

situation, he/ helDften feels that the school training iff-mithematics
,

. V
was not adequate. In Short he /she has not learned how to really apply

mathematics in the kinds Of situations similar processwt a to those
.c

.

4
on6is likely to encounter later in life.

I

A

The paper conservation prOblem presented above was given to a team

Of six.,,fifth-grade children at Arlington EleMentary School in BloomingtOn,

Indiana. They worked togeper to,tolve the-problem for seven half -hoar

i sessions. 'In general, the miniprojects are designed to take from,two

to six hours, extending over several days or weeks. The children spent
1 t,

the first few sessions understanding theproblem and simplifying it. -

irito ma6rble tasks such .as first fihding out how much'paper is used

in a day or .a week.. They hen generated a list of kinds of paper used

in the school and the ways in which they are used. Each child selc ted.

.11h
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a place to ga-for "data (clastro(m, office,:kitchn, custodian, etc.)

:;and spentone.session_getfing theAesireoLinformation. After 'collecting

the data, the'Children returned to calculate the total 'amount of.paper
. :

used ine1e school, making Use of electroniC hand calculators. The

groupthen discussedthe implications of their results with the teacher..
.,.\

rn the remainder Of thisection, various conjectures will be pre-:

-_ sented'whicb are based partially Upon observation of dirldreb working

on the project and pattially upOn the Opinionsof mathemat ian't who
% 4 .

i ..0

have )losetved how problemsolving'processes are 'used in ld

situations. At mentioned aboife,'one important purposg

projects is to give dhildren experience in formuTati

problems t y must solve from the situations,they
/

his quite a diffeeent experience from solvi math matical.problems

given to them directly. .They should gain experience Nays of thinking)

that amid-later help them see how to intro ce mathematics into other

situations which' they try two 'analyze.

The miniprojects, such as the one 'described.above, involve the use

of mathematidal concept's an. skills thal,the children have already

studied. The miniprojects'arept meant to tea*?new-mathematical con-

tent but to reinforce previously learned skills by having to apply them:

in different and practical situations. from our observations of chin-
,

dpen working on a project, -We hdve seen that they sometimes have data

''but can not decide which of Ole four basic operations (addition, multi-
.

plication,Nsubtraction, or division) must be used to get what they are
.. r 4

looking for. The usual classroom' instruction in thp basioipskills tlevelops

l /"

their technique throughrdrill but it does not give them a working knowl-

edge of when a.gTIOe&Ipeilattbn must be used in a practical situation.

This practical context'is'provided in the-thiniprojects i which the

a' She



child has certain_data and must de'ide which ma ematical operation

must be used tb get the information he/she wants rom the data_ It can

be conjectUred that if this ability to decide iha mathematical opera-
,

tcon is.apprOpflate,in getting the desired information from data were

developed from the, arly grades.on, people would have much 1 ss trouble

applying their Mathem cs in the situations they encounter later in

life:

In the paperchnserva on miniproject, as in many of the others,

the data is n9t given to he children but must be gathered hypthem.1

to what data qey need,-what4or who areThis means that they ha

c-,

the tbuices of the-data, ad what queitions they should ask to get the
1 . .

.data, 'Our observations of children indicate that they often had not

had enough experience orgatn42ing the inforMatiOn.they generated or

collected to enable them to work fficiently. (Modules have been me-

t.

pared
ft..

in the_MPSP to develop skjlls in organizing lists and making
44

tables, N this deficiency will be partially overeeme for thOlhildren

who use those modules' before doing t4 miniprojects.) Doin these

miniprojects'gives the children practicall. experiences in which th

anization of information'is necessary and t mpoqant-problem-

solving skill is both motivated and reinforced through these mini=-

projects.
U

Another topic that working applied problems naturlly/fleads to is

working with measuremenA and these measurements have certain units

associated with'them. (These may be mttric 'or Britt h units,'whichever

45-

the teacher prefers.) The units are aii°essential part Of the problems,

andlhe students ,should( be encouraged to keep. these units in mind as

they do their'calculatin-ns. In some cases, it is 'necessary for the

student to convert from one unit to another, for examPle,,fromr.incbes

ti
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to feet orfrom dozens. to individuals. Children seem to'have difficulty

ith 1.1ch.conversions, so' that. an awareness of'the, necessity of such /

:conversions and some practice, in doing/ some '(perfiaps with some guidance

at first) are fur her benefits that chi ren may derive f

U

J.

projects.

Even though the children may be.work g on one part of the project

at a 'Oven- time, it is important .that they understand the -goals of, the

whole ,,,project and hOw the part they Are_doing is into the whole.

They should be aware that they must takestock of where they are% to
. .

'see if their calculations make `sense "and are leading to something use-.
1 4t

fill. At the, ends they should be able to tell' whether the results theye \ ,,..,
.'have found actually soqe theyrobleM they set ou0to solve. This-mpaps

,

interpreting theiroreiults, for in many such, prOjects, thire is no single

correct wanswer which is known by the 'eacher in'advance: for example,'
\

i . , . :/ - _:

the outcome ot,tAe paper conservatio h problem depene ugon the school
, ., ..

and many other factors. The important thing for the teacher, and the
. '..),z.',

6dents to realize is that they are \looking for a reasonable estimate:.

r The miniprojects are in deneral idesigne to=be done in or around
.,

the choo.Lsoithat they do not require elaborate held trips or his.
s.

ruptions._ The data that cannot be collected, easily at, schOol will be

pi-ovided with the probl m. In some instances, it may be necessary to

get Some information about the local community which can be obtained

at home'rand brought to. school the next day. In some.cases,,the'Children
. 4.. 1

can use their own es4mates f r some of t data that. is needed. Making

sensible estimates is ano her usaful skill that can be reinforced by

such projects Where they arise naturally. In some of the projects, the

caltulitions involve' large .numbers... Here .-T.\a good Olacejor:the elec7:
1

tronic hand calcblaprs'po.blay a natural role; for it is in situations
d .

1 ..- ,. .,? .

o

r
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A.

like these that the students will use calculators later in Rte.
r

The

calculators also enable: the students tb get on to the solution of, their

project much faster without getting bogged down in tedious tai.cul dons.

Estimating and rounding-off Are. useful' skills that can often be use

when calculating with laMe numbers. these are skills which are de-

veloped in. the module, "Using Nesse to' Solve Problems" and these mini--

projects offer positive reinforcement to the previous. instruction. The

students see when these skills are useful in a pi-oblem,that arises

naturally in their work.) Watching the children use their mathematical

1111P
ski) is.in thdte projects affords an opportunity for the teacher to see

whether some of the. children are having difficulty using 'some of the

things they had previously been-taught. The teacher can adso see whether

the children can transfer their knowledge of the basid skills to-4. prac-

tjcal situation and help them in thic.important aspect of understanding

,

mathematics. if they are having diffUulty:

Vie have sound that students in general (1) do like challenging prob=

leMs, and (2) do experience elation at achieving their goals. We be-

lieloT that the teacher should direct the actilrities of the students in

such, a way is to give a feeling of ownership cff 'le project. to the

4 0

*), students.. , It is really their project and not the teacher's. It is

,,. 'import t that the teacher not, give answers but only help with appro-

priate hints. Once again, these hints must be carefully thought

so as .not` to spoil the probleni. As one person put it: "Hint" is a

four letter word.

As pointed out earlier, the miniprojects are-designed to take from
-

. .

'two- to six hours to complete, significantly longer tha the usual mathe-

k .

matic§ textflook problem. As such, the miniprolects 've the students an



I 'b.

(opportunity to stick with. a problem'for an extended .tirki; until some-km:W.

ofi"closure is_reached. On a Small scale, it series some of-the same

purposes as the more extensive projects designed by USMES. Those proj-
4P

ects also present the .students with realistic situations in which mathe-

-maticSbenters naturally. irhose projects are meant to last; much longer,

even, up to a whole semester, These miniprojects-are much-shorter so

that they. Can b ihserted in-to the r lar curriculum whenever the

teacher, wishes. Mathematics enters into the miniprojects in ma ways

in guises that students often do not recognize as mathematics, but

which the professional mathematician believes to Lie important ys of

usinmethema 'cal-.reasoning. Theydniproiects sh uld.br aden the

students' and erhaps even the teacher's perception of mathematics and

its -usefulness and mai ezettitudes of some of the s dents

towardslearnih mathematics.
(

, The clatsroom mahagemeht gpest4oh can be dealt with in different

%aYS'.for ifferent project and for dif4rent teachers, according to

theteacher's preferences In-some cases, an,ndividual may want to

wk'Cln a project alone, v Teas in some lases:53.Small groups of two,

four, or sib studen may coopera-te.in working on.tfie same miniprojectt

A larger group orking on a project maymantto divide up into task,

forces assigned to different aspects 'of the probilem or to collecting,

different data. In someocases, the teacher may 'want the Whole Chas§

to woA on the same project. Many Of.the miniprojects are open-ended,

4.eaving several options open to the students to follow up after they

-reach their original goal or eVen sa3branches along the way. 4is

kind pf further exploration is-to be encouraged in so far as possible,

considering other time constraints. Some students may want to explore

further into one-of these problems on their own time after the class s
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.
.

4. ) ...

has finished it. These miniRrojects can)bk a,jtery rid) and rewrdjng
4. ' 01 .'

A, experVnce for the students.
'N.' :

, In summav, these miniprOjects are meant to leet the foyowingneedi:
,

.

,

i 1.44

-1 lt., offer ,the'students.aropportunity to use their matheMatitcal-

, .uetii*Siihich a.iilar.to real.worid prbblems., They

.i, /2, ,..,

show Lhu vp emetics is uSefU- r!' .,.,

. . 1111
, , ?

.:;,,

2:- They are 'designed to givP-the-Students introductory experteRces
-IP"..,

.

, .4

e

in ele*tariv40athemaiital modelling,.i.e.;-usiag.the scientific m hod

to handlg-real -worfd problems.
4

O."

0

3. Many of the projects give the students experiences in collecting,

handling, and interpretting data; they provide experiences in.organizing

iigforma on.

4. The projects give the students practice.psing measurements or

numbers with units in a natural setting. Their
A
calculations often in-

volve estimating and rounding off. 'the children must decide which opera-
.

tions Must be used to achieve a desired goal.

5. The milliprojects provide an opportunity for the students to

engage in an activity which is similar in character to applications of

thematics that one encounters in later life. It teaches them how to

ha dle such situations indepidently and shat d enable them to use their

.
mathematics more effectively as adults.

6. Many of the projects give the children practice-in taking a

large problem, breaking it down into smaller probr s, and setting $ub-

goals with the aim of progressing towards the f'nal goal.

II. Several of the Miniprojects,

X. Papei Consetwaion Pnoject

Trees are a.Very valuable natural resource in oun country. They

.help prevent flooding and soil erosion. Eachyearmany foretts are cut
4

13



dOwn to provide paRer and wood products for,t4 peopleiin.the Uniied

States. Amtrican's use many- paper'produets than 'do people in other-
,

coUnCries, and there'is a danger of depleting on'eof our most beautiful
._:,

and important. resources: Have you ever wonderledehow much paper your
A h

-.-srvN1 used 4n a year any! '- ,-nv tree are cut down to prod ce this,

.itimate how -.1141S te'prOduce the panr,' ",--4 in

. t..)- 0.)--your school in a year:
\ +,..

., ,.

DATA: One tree will ftoduce aboUS 25 kilograms (50 pounds)
of paper.

SUGGESTIONS (If Nee

1, List the `different ypes of paper used by your, class and

f the amounts used per day, per. week,, and.per year.
.

.

.., 2. Where else IS paper used in'your school?' Again 1(st 'the

types and amounts 2f each type,used. :

SOME EXAMPLES: Art paper, wrapping paper, paper cups, paper
towels, cardboard cartons, etc.

3. Estimate how.muCh each kind of -paper weighs. Then estimate

the ;total weighOf the paper used.

How many trees will it take to supp14, the paper used in your

school?

ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS:.

1 How many acres offoret are needed to ilitoduce the year's

/
supply of pee for your sa)ioOl? How many football fields

would this cover?

r.'2. Suppose your school wants to buy some land for planting trees

so that the school can always get all its paper from its own

trees. How many acres should they buy to be sure of-having
I

enough treescil year? To save money, they do not want to

buy mote land than is necessary.

14

,
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pp&cat Tetephone,Line6 7

Aolecent development is 'the use of lasar beatris sentihrOUgh optical

fihers to carry telephone messages. This is much. mor# efficient than,
\c. \

; _../ .,...."
t7' 1

he usual.copptt -wire cables that hayebeen used far. years. The i)pticil
,

4fiber Cables
.

arebeing.teted in Chic, go__f_ar use withmffhe ,cfty.The
f,

ne' St4 will,:be.to connect several of the major cities with optical
.

'''' flper cablesn Suppose, tficii. 1.1i: Lelephone.company has selected the follow=

ing eight` be connettedty optical -fiber cables: Chicago,. Detroit.
. ..

.

HOoston, Los ihgeles, Miami, New York, Philadelphia, and Seattle. Because

. )
the cable is expensive to-Install, they would likesto join the cities

,o

.with as short a
,

path as poSsible, so that a:call can be placed 'from any

one city to any other, possibly having. to pass through some of the other
, .

D.

cities first. Find the shortest.path joining theeight cities..

D'ATA:

-7 'V.
°,'
43 'e

.9ec
i.

\.,
Chicago

Dallat

Detroit

Houston

Las Angeles

Miami

Neer York

Philadelphia

Seattle

Washington

917

226.

1067

1329

802

738,

25.13

'671

1143

243 1265

1387 . 2311

1300 1352

1552 .63T

1452 ! 573

2078 : 2279
4

1319 506

'1538

1190

1608

1506

2274

1375

15

2687

2786

2706

1131

1208

3273

2631 1075

2751

133 2684

.D. ./
A.

It



1, ,
SUG ESTIONS (If Needed): -

1. Trygdoinva similar problem with. three or four of the cities,.

perhaps taking them aose_tegether. ?''i
/-2. It may be fu,n to divide.the class into sever29 teams and have

the teams compete to see which team can find the. shOrtst pail'.
'/..

i.---;--vr",%.
joining the' eight. ,..: t N

3A,-,. See if someone can devise a procedure that leads tb.the Shortest t .

i. . .
4,

v , a.,
path, other than "trying lots of tpossibilities to see lich is___..i. .0

shortest.

ADDLITIONAL PROBLEM:

40-0..1.), What is the shortesf,path joining -New-York, Philadelphia, Miami,

and Detroit? 'Can you make the path.short\el' by finding w

city through which you can join some of these'cities? Try to

do the same tifingtvith Chicago, Houston, Los- Angeles; and

Seattle.

2. In the above problem, try WaShington, D.C. in,the east and

Dallas in the west.

3. Ndw usin§`th ten cities (addling Washington, D'.C. and Dallas

to theoribin eight) find the shortest path joining all ten
cities. How does this compare to the, original shortest pith

through the-eight cities? i

C. Nan a. Schoot, 1:41-edinj

Suppose that your community wishes to build a new elementary schoolr
fOr 300 children. They wish, to put; in all the .1:;onis to make it a pleasant

modern school with everything you think a school shotild have. They also

have to 1404 the cost as low as possible so that taxes will not have

to be -raised. rake a. plan (draw-gig) of the school building showing allv
of the rooms an hallway's and show the measurements, of each part of the

building.' Estimate how much it,would cost to build the sLhgol.

6 r.
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DATA Building costs are naW\about $60.00 per square foot.

VGGESTION (IT Needed): f'
-

12.

1. In this project; the.tlas4 can be divided into teams of four.

or six student each and have eadh team work its.own plan.

Then compare the costs and plans to sew un the

best design faking into account the rdLiiitiestailable and
. .

the cost. This could lead to igiteresting Aiscussions between .

the teams, showing that such.mlrers are oftensubjeGive and

that they-9 may not be a single correct answer to evkry. problem:

2.. These-61:e thingsthe teams can consider in making their designs:

(a) How many grades are in the-school?

(b) H6w many children are in each grade?

(c) How many children should there be in each classroom?

(d) How big should the classrooms be?

(e) ShOuld there be a cafeteria,-an ditorium, a gymnasium?

Can any of the§e rooms be combined?

(f) What other rooms are necessary?' An office,,a nurse's

t.-

room, a teacher's lounge, a kitchen, a furnace room,

restrooms,,library, etc. Any others?

How wide should the halls be?(g)

IONAL PROBLEMS:

1. Olanrthe playgrolpnd and parking lot around the school.

2. If floor tiles are one foot square (12.inches each side)

and .a box contains 45 tiles, how many boxes of tile will be

needed to cover the floors 61 the school? Each box of tiles

costs about $40.00. Estimate the cost of the flooring,
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N..3. A gallon of latex paintCovers about 450 square ,feet. Esti-
. .

,mate how many gallon cans of paint-are needed to paint the

inside walls,and the ceiling of the school. If -,11on sr

paint costscosts $10 00, Pc lainting the mtempor

1 the school.

Watert Taille'Pnob4m

fiHnew,water tank is going to be built in the. shape of a c e to

serve your community (the area in which-theottil&en come to your school).

It is.to be,big enough to.hold enough water to supply the needs of the

community in a typical 24-hour period during the'summer. Estimate how

Much water is tled in your community during that time and how large the

tank must be,to hold that much water.

DATA: 1 cubic foot is about 71/2 gallOni.

SUGGESTIONS (If Needed):

1. List the different ways in Which water is used In your community,.

2. Estimate show many families are ill -your community.

3. Which businesses or induseles in your community use we-ter?

4. How much is used in publicjacilities such as swimming pools,

schools, parks,. etc.?

ADDITIONAL PROeLEMS:r°4

1. Estimate the amount of water used in your home in. a typical

summer day (24,hours).

2. If you can find

the cost of the wa erused to your homes in one day.

cost of wate?Up your city, estimate

E, Healthy Diet ler:

v

The U.S. Department of Agriculture and the National Academy of

Scien e hayppublishedlables which show the nutritional values of the

-fonds We'eat and another table which tells us the amount of each nutrient

18
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we need each day fdr a healthy dir' a A th( g are Incl

amily of

br
tour people (father, mother., son; and dapghter)for a week. In order

to keep one's weight under control, one wants to keep the amount of
, q

calories' low, b'ut to stayphealthy, one-should be sure to have at.lea;-c

the miniqw..amount of each of the otRer nutrients. Thus, see. if you 4,

can plan. the meals for a week'so as to have at le4st-theizinimym daily

requirements for each of the vitaminl, minerals, and proteins, but to
r-

have the smallestamount of caloTr-i-es1"

SUGGESTIONS (If Needed):

1. One canOave several teams working on diets and-see which, comes

up with the most attractive' menus which meet the nutritional:

needs and have the least calories.

ADDITIONAL-ACTIVITIES:
4/

1 . It would add to the 'problem if theactualAables of nutrients'

in foods and the minimum daily requirementsAuld be'found'in

the library and msed in the project. More foods could be

added and other nutrients such as carbohydrates, fiber, fats,
(

etc: could be considered. The group could,decide what amounts

-.of these are desirable in the diet and plan ffieals accordingly.

,
By consulting newspaper ads pladedy. supermarkets or by ac-

companying parents while shopping, the qgdents could get costs

of the basic foods_on thelist-and see how much the food for

the week would cost. 'Minimizing cost while meeting nutritional

needs another good problem (which was actually solved for

the, irst time im'the late 1940's).

J
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Agi

(years)

From To

RECOMMENDED DRILY CIIDRY, ALLOWANCES

,Weight Prdtein CalciuM Iron
(pounds) (inches)

Calories
(grams) (mg) (Ng)

.

lk

.Vitamins

A

units)
B Niacin C

(0) (mg) (m.g)

Men 8 '35

i5
55'

55 75

Women 18 35

35 55

55 75

Children 1 3

3'I6
6 9

Boys 9 >. 12

12 15

15 18

Girls 9 12

12 15

15. .,18

154.

'128

128

128

,29

40

53

72

98

.134

72

103

117

69

o.
69

64

64

64

34,

42

55'

61

68

55

62

64',

2900,

2600

200

2[100

1°900

1600

1 00

16

2)400

3400

2200

'2500

2300

,70'

(70

70

58

58

58

40

2

60

75

85

58

800

800

geo

800

800

800

8(00

800

800

1100

1400'

1400

1100

1300

1300

10

'10

10

15

15

10

8

10

12

15

15

'15

15

5000

5000

5000

60D

5000

5000

200

2500

3500

450

,5000

5000

4500

5000

5000

0.2

1.0

'0.9

0.8

0.87

0.8

0.5

0.6

0.8

0.9

3

1.2.

1:2

1.4

1.8

2.0

15

14

13

13

9

11

14

16

ZO

22

16

7

70

70

70

70

70

70

40

50

60

70

80

80 \

'80

80

70



Desserts

igolate Cake
Gingerbread 4,

Apple 'Pie

Cherry Pie

Pumpkin Pie

Nut Products.

(Peanut. Butter 1/3 cup 300 12 29 0.9 A. 0 0.3 0.1. 6.2° , 0.0

Beverages

Cola 12 ounces 137 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Fruit-flavoreq 12 ounces 161 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0

sodas

Root Beer . 12 ounces 140, 0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Food Amount

TALE, OF FOOD COMPOSITION 4

CalorProtei Calcium . Iron
7-- (grams) (mg) '(%) (un

(4"
Niacin C.

m) (mg) '(mg)

I \ , i .

1 slice I2800 \,. 5 118 ' 0.5., 140 0.0, ii,... 0.3 0.0
,1 piece 180 2 .63 1.4 50 0.0 l'i.01' 0,6 .. .0.0

1 sl ice .330 ,3 9 0.5 220 0.0 1:10 0.3 1.0
1 slice 1 340 3 .\' t'4 0.5 ti520 0.Q 0.0 0.3 2.0

'.1 slice ° 265 (5 N: 701 1.0 2,480 0.0 1 0.1 0.4 8.0
) ..

if

Dairy Products

Whole Milk 1 quart, ,, 660 '32 1,140 0.4 .1,560 0.32' 1.7 .0.8' 6.0`.,--Skjm/Mi 1 k .1 quart 360 36 1,192 0.4 0 0,.4 1.7 0.-8 6.0
Ice Cream 1 cup 300 6' p 175 .0.1 '740 4.1 ,, 0.3 0.1 0.0 '
Cottage Cheese ,. 1 cup , 240 301 . 207 0.9 430 0.1 0.'6 0.2 0:0
Swiss Cheese 1 ounce 105,.. 7 270 0.2 320, 1/0.0 -091',:. 0.0 0,0
Fried Eggs 2 , 22 13 60 "2.2 1,200' '' 0.0 0.4 010 '0.0
Butter 1 tablespoon 100 0 3 0.0 .460 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
Margarine 1 tablespoon 100 0 3 0 0 460 0.0 ,.. , 0.0 0,0 0.0

Meat, Poul tr

Bacon 2 slices . 95 4 2 0.3 0 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0
Grouildleif 3 ounces .245 21 9. 2.7 30 0.0 0.0 5.1 0.0
;Sirloin Steak 3 ounces 330 20 8 2.5 50 0.0 0.0 4.0. 0.0
Fried Chicken 3 ounces 245 25 13 1.8, 200 'k'j 0.0 0.0
Nam 2 ounces 165 8 5 1,2 0 A.2 0.1 1.8 ,0.0
Bologna

,
2 slices 124 7 4 1.2 0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.0

Franifurter 2 '246 ;14 4 6 , 1 2 0 0.1 0.2 2.5 0.0i
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Food'.

4

Vegetables

Amount,

iCarrofs 1 Cup

Corn 1 CUP

Cucumkr , 6 s1 ices

Lettuce , '1/4 head

Mashed Potato O\ 1 cup

French Fries 16 pieces

Tomatoes

FYti tS

Apple's

'Bananas

Oranges

Peaches

Years

Pineapple 1 slice .

Breads, Cereals

Brain Flakes

'
1 cup

Rye Bread 1 slice-,
Wheat Bread 1 slice
Cornflakes 1 cup.

Graham Crackers 2

Oatmeal 1 cup

Pancakes 4

Spaghetti, with 1 cup

meat, sauce

Soups ,

TABLE oF.tFoo,comPovir,ToN

Proteln Calcium Iron Bo/ Niacin C
Calories

(grams) (mg) (mg) (units) (0 (ilt) (mg) (mg)

45 II
170 %. 5

6 0

13

230 1 4

155

OMB

1

:
38 6.9 18,130 0.0 0.0 0.7 6

1.3 520 0.0 0.1 2,4 14

5 0.1 0 0.0 0.1 (
C .0/5 300 0.0 ON 0

45 1".0 470 00,,,1 11
6

1.6

9 4" 0.7 r 0.0
0:0 1.8 8

16 9.90 2,600: 0.0 0.0 0.8 35 .

1
w

a , 0.4 50 0.0 0.0 0.0 3

8 '; 0.7 -, 190 0:0 0.0 0.7' 10

5.0 , 0,5: 240 0.1 4.0,0 03,
9 1,320 01-0 . 1.0 7

13.' 0.5' 30 ,D.O. 0.."T 0;2
26 , '100 0',2 itr

k,117 3 25 2.0

55- 2 .17 0.4

55 2 0.5
110 2 6 1`.2

55 °' 1 N 3 0.3' '0,

0 5 11- 1.70 ',
50 7 '249 2 23
5 13 25. .a, '69

I

Noodle 1 cup 115

!mato 1 cup , , 175

Vegetable 1 cup , 80

,

Fish, Seafood

Fish Sticks 5

Haddock 3 ounces

Tuna .3 'ounces

.(

6 82 0.2

6 ,167 0.7'''
4 32 0.8

0.1 0.1
0.0 0.0

0.0 0.0

0.1 0',0

0..0 0.0

.0 0.0

0 0;2,
'0.0 0.1

20.0 '19 12 0.4 0

l35 .'16 11 0.7' 0

170 4 25 ;7 1.2 70

0.0 0.0

0.0 0.2

0.0 0.0

3,4

0.13

0.6

0.2

0.4

03
2.1

0.7 0

1.2 0

1.0 8

0.0 0.0 1.6 . 0

0.0 0.0 2.6 .0

0,0 0.1
s

10.9 .0

25
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III": Classroom Probe of the Miniprojects'

TheIvaper conservation miniproject watried on a group of six

fifth-grade children in Arlington Elementary School in Bloomington,

Indiana'between October 28 and November 20. The teachers working with

the-children were Arthur Stengel and Marilyn Jacobson. In most of the

classroom meetings Arthur Stengel was in charge and Marilyn Jacobson

and various other visitors were obgirverS: A class by class descrip-'

'

tion
f

of, thelals is given in Appendix' A..- Section I of-thelappendix
, . .

, r.-.

is a ronolog 'Which gigs s the 6ies on Which-the...class met. f/T-he,

.. .

observers prese it lArih the teacher. are underlined.. The initials-Aiven

there standfloncMarWn;Haq CMHY,.Arthur Stengel, (AS), G'eorge Springer
.

. , .
..4Th i

.

(GS), Debbie Whitehurst'ODW), and Maynard Thompson (AT).,) Section II - .-',

df the appendix gives the observa4onof--ihe'teacher and'some Of the
..------

'observers at each of the sessions. 'Section III of'the appenclix is 'an

..,

analysis 6f the observations prepared by Arthur Stengel and Marilyn _Hall.

TPt cl strom teacher selected more or-less.randoly six children ,-

..
.

to:work with Marilyn Hail and Art Stengel in this project. They were

excused from class fol-thirty minutes twice each week: For the first
. .

f
lk, two se 'ions AS and MH met with the children to get them acquainted with

the use of .4and calculators and also Used to working problems together.
,

On October 22'they experimented with the use of the electroni and

calculators. tabor 27 they worked on a problem of placing 9

marbles in- 5 cups so that each cup had a different_n6mber of mar414s
.

..- v. ) .

After-these two .warm up sessions the children-were introduced to the

.miniphoject. The teacher, AS, tried to nw a careful balance between

----letting them work completely alone and giving\them some leadership
1P

whNever.be felt that it was 'Asolutepdt--necesary..1,It should be pointed.

2f
Jr





out that these children had been working in a traditional classroom

where they had had no experience in working in small groups. This

was a new experienCe for the"childred.
.11

19

One thing that was clear-from observing the:children was that they

did not have experiencWand were not able to organizekeither along

series of tasks or a large amount of information. With the teacher's

help they made lists. of different types of gper used in the school.
A

By the third half-hour session the children were deciding whA data

each one would try to collect in the,school. They also wbrked out the

questions they would ask while seeking the'informat4 In the, fourth,

session the children actually went out either individually or in groups

of two to ask different people at the school how much -paper was used

in their operation. Some went to classrooms, sore to the kitchen, some

to the main office. After gathering the.data the child n sat with

calculators to figure out the total amount that..was used. It was at

this point that it became clear that the children did not know hoW

to apply in a practical situation some of the arithmetic skills which,'
. .r

they could use quite well in drill problems: 1t wasn't clear to them

when they had to multiply or divide, or when they had to add or sub-

tract, even though they could perform thee operations quite well. 1

Getting through this phase of the'project required th(assistance of

the teacher in explaining to the ashildren just why the operation they

needed was appropriate at that time and in interpreting the numbers

on the display. In the last meeting on November 20 the calculations

were completed and there was a discussion of what the results actually

meant. It would have taken bout two more half-hour sessions to bring

the project to the completion we had originally planned; Vat is,

estimating the weight of the paper used and the number of trees

2"'

.71
":+

1
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necessary to produce that much paper. It was unfortunate that the
4

'r Thanksgiving holiday
s
came just after the November session and there

would have been a ,week -break before resuming the triials. It was

decided that that was too long a. break and that we would stop at that

point. It wOrld-have been interesting to see how they would have

weighed the paper and decided on the number of trees. However, the

children were.iery pleased with their accomplishments in finding the

amount of paper actually used in the schoo ,,and felt that this was

an important contribution.

There were several things the children derived from working oh

thi miniproject. First of all, they did see that the mathematics

they had been learning can be used in practical situations. They be-

,
came aware of the fact that they have to consider what operation is-

appropriate to Nthieve the goals they hid set for themselves. They

also became aware that it is necessary to organize their information

in lists inorOer tq be able to work with it. They had the valuable
is

'""

Aexpedence of sittihOogether-in er small group and planning how they

.

4ould'Sqlve the-06614n. They saw how a complicated problem can be

100'kqh up into'b series ofjasks which can be assigned to different

4

dAlS would have been interesting to give these children

,
, -

°^'It
k lotV
"T 'Several more of the projects in sequence and see to what extent these

skills had been learned and could be transferred to another project.

Another observation is that it would have been preferable to give the

project in a more concentrated period of time. Meeting only twice a

week for a half hour each time and extending the project through three

and a half to four weeks made it difficult to keep the children at an

high level of excitement aboUt it. We always had to get them back

into the problem at each session by helping them remember where they

28 .
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had left off. It would Kar been better to have spent time during one

, week on this project. As it was, the children2were involved ,foe three
-v00

and a half hours, which could easily have been fit into one weeks_

work. Even though the project did/ extend for such a long period of

time and with such gaps in between meetings, there was no significant
Q

decrease in the interest shown bi4the students once they remembered

where.they were in the project. -It seems as though there was no.problem

of fifth graders sustaining their interest in a problem for this much

time. We feel that there is much room for experimentation on this,,

type of project to see whether after, repeated experiences of this-type

the children are able to handle these situations better independently.

It is hoped that such experimentattbn will be carried out in the future.

IV. Applied Problems
A..

In addition to the miniprojects described in the previous sections,

. the project also generated a number of applied problems. These.prob-
.

lems are meant to give the students' the same general type of open- '

ended experience in problem solving that one finds in the Miniprojgcts

but in situations which are less complex. As do most of,the miniproj.&ts,

"they relate in some way to real-world experiences. A sample of these

problems is given below. They were provided by Maynard Thompson.

Problem 1 /

Mr. Jones has a leaky pipe under his kitchen sink. He normally.

keeps a,portion of a one-half gallon cardboard milk carton under the

sink to catch the water which drips from the pipe. He cut a carton

4 inches from the base and he found that it filled in 3 days. He plans

to take a 16-day veation and he has a one-gallon cardboard milk carton

from which make 4 container to catch the Water. How high must he

the carton to be certain that it will not overflow While he is gone?

f

29
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Problem 2

If a runner has e of 4- minutes and 56.0 seconds in a Mlle

run, estimate as accurately as possible his time in a 'metric Mile,"

that is, the 1500 meter run.' what do you need to take into account

22.\

in making your estimate?

Problem a

Whenywill the sale cal'endar as that of 1975'tigain be correct?

That is, when will the days of the month next match thoselof 1975?

Problem 4

Once during the Christmas season a family was seated around the

fire drinking hot.chocolate., David, noticed that each ?f them had a

cup decorated with a different holiday scene. He had a cup showing

bells, his sister had one showing candles, his mother had one with

a wreath and his_dad had a cup decorated with car lers, The'next

night they were again driniceng hot chocolate, and avid noticed that

none 'of them had the same cup as the night before. In how many ways

could this happen?

Problem 5

A storekeeper hasa supply of 5t and 8t stamps. .What Amounts of

postage can he place on packages using thesestamps? He may use as

many 5t stamps and as many 8t stamps As he pleases.

Problem 6

A confidency artist has a rectangular bar of lead which measures

1 cm x 3 cm x 10 cm. He plans to plate the bar with gold and pass it
4

off as a gold bar. If he' has only $50 t3 buy gold to plate the bar,

how thick will the plating I3p? By how Much will the weight of the, -

plated bar differ from the w ght of a pure gold bar of the same size?

R
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APPENDIX A

REPORT.ON PROBE OF MINI-PROJECT TREE CONSERVATION PROBLEM

October 28 - November 20, 1975

6
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. PRA ACE

VI. A-1'

Thi's report represents an attempt by Marilyn Hail .and Arthur Stengel

to pull together and summarize information gathered during the probe of

the Mini-Project Tree Conrvation Problem. The pages which follow

are diVided into three.main sections. They include: Chronology,

Observaticins, and Analysis. f

While every attempt was made to represent the views of all partici-

pant%),in the probe,the report must, tosome degree, be biased by the

authors' views. The Analysis section wiscreated by the authors to

i facilitate discussion of thelpisobe. It should not be assumed that any

issue raised.or position taken represents anything more than a starting
4

point for further efforts.

A
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Mint Project

Chronology

. Session Date Observers Session Content

October 22 'and-27

SECTION j

CHRONOLOGY

VI: A-2

October 30

November 4

November 6
,s

November 13

November 18

November 20

MH AS

Mil AS GS DW MT

GS AS

*

MH AS

Warm=upwith:
22: Calculators
27: Worked cups /marbles

Problem prese ted -' open discussion
teacher-led di cussion/listing of
specific kinds of paper

,

Teacher-led discussion on (consumable
nature af paper use) and organizing'
spetific kinds of paper by general

types. This led, in turn, to listing
kinds of Japer used by types of rooms.

Assigned children' to rooms and let
them devise questions to asic)on paper.

use.

MH. AS GS' Kids went out and gathered information.

MH AS GS Some children initially contil-iued
gathering informattonAwith: data
gathered: All dtd some calculations
with the data.

MH AS DW Discussion onwhat's gone on and
what needs to go oh. ,Gathering of
"needed" data.

MH AS DW

33

"Calculations" were completed'and
"the final answer" was found.
Summary discussion.
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SECTION, I I

'OBSERVATIONS

VI. A-3

Observer's Name:

. Marilyn Hall,Art Stengel*,'.George Springer Debbie Whitehurst, Maynard
Thompson

Date of Observation:

October 28

Observations:

- - Children have knowledge of Where paper comes from. They. were very
willing to guets amounts. 'Unit used--pieces (sheets of papery

Without adult leadership,'discussidn was non-directed ant children
were not moving toward any type..of plan of action. Adult .leadership.
intervened and was quickly accepted by children.

At feast one child moved toward simplifying problem to semester level
and then another moved toward simplifying problem tea day level use;
but no one knew where*to go with this unit. (It seems that they,couldn't
deal withrelationships of per day to per month to: er semester to
per year.

-= :The cOldren seemed to have the tendency to Want to-actually have the

. I I
.

,
.

Notion of averagIng or estimating for real use is not comfortable for
these children. They really wanted to get an'exact count. Discussion
did not really clarify this issue.

-- 'children were 6ery willing and able to come up with ideas for resources
in which ,x paper = y trees relationship could. be found. But do they
have the 'research" skills to find that:information?

teacherskeePtpck and add',actual useeach Op:

When presented with a-problem, children were very willing to suggest
ways to solve it (e.g., people ta talk with and places to Look). Yet
several opposing ideas came up "in the course of conversation that they
did not seem able to reconcile on their own. Teacher intervention did
leadto at least a facade of resolution; but whether this actually
'settled an issue fora child remains questionable.

* Indicates session leader

J



Observer's Name:
.

George Springer, Ar:t/Stengel*,

Date of Observation:

October 30

Observations:

VI. A-4

Idea of consumable nature of the paper in question was established

by teacher's fiat without real notice.

-- Question was posed to group.. by teacher on types of paper used in school

(this was, indeed,.a false path to follow). Children were willing and

able to generate a large list of specific types of paper used. The,

specifics were by use not by types of paper. one type of paper
wasmentioned several times because it was.used in the school several

Ways. Thts created confusion and, to some extent, the relationship
of types and uses wps not resolved.

-- The listing of types of paper was a lohg
.

and arduous process. It

generated,a lot of discussion. When teacher,would withdraw,Aebate
disiVegrated into argument with children showing no signs of ability

to resolve the disagreement.

The value of doing this listing seems,guestionablel 1) the children's

ability to organize! their thinking long the lines of types of paper ,'

-seeMs marginal,- This.seems directly related to finding of Marilyn, .

1=rank,4.and Art re: organized Multiple factor listing with'

several-. iteMS'undereach-factor,w- beyond theAraspNt thq_other kids.

Thisseems to verify that finding'. 2) Even'if the childreA got a

complete and well-organized list, what good will this do when they go

out and generate data? If ,.the intention is)tfeuse the list in developing'

queitions to ask it seems to be an awfully,Poundabout way of doing, it.

-- The lis: of "kinds of paper" remained far,filom al-encompassing. How

important is a thorough list?

-- Issue of consumable nature of paper in this problem remained unclear

to kidt- What products were eligible for consideration the problem

was brought up several times.

Indicates session leade 35



VI. A-5

Observer's Name:

Marilyn Hall, Art Stengel*

'Date of Observation:

November 4

Observations:,

PrOcess wb,s re-directed: from teacher-centered listing of kinds of
paper to student-centered formulat*.:.of_list of rooms that use paper''
and questions to ask folks in those rooms. Students'acceptedthis re-

; direction unhesitatingly and proceeded to suggest rooms, etc. List
of rooms and questions to be asked were not complete or thorough.

- - Much non-task activity took place during the.student-centered'qUestion
formulation time. Teacher questioning as;to whether task - oriented
activity ,Was taking place was not really effe tive in achieving' task
orientation.

One issue seems to be the gieneral pne ofttleadership within a' group
process. In any group, of people, will tflegroup stay on task'andVor
achieve closure on an idea (Or 'task) without a leader? In this type
;of problem, if the teacher doesn't lead, who,Will?

- - ,.Is it reasonable to expect students from traditional classrooms to-
just function in groups without specific.(direct) instruction or'
(indirect) assistance from the materials?'

--I. The listing of types of papers, etc dinot epter into this question
fOrmulation stage.

4.

* rlhdigliates session leader
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'Observer's Name:

Marilyn Hall, Art Stengel*, George .pringer

Date of Observation:

November 6

Observations:

VI. A-b

The notion of.wierage, how to get average use, or how to estiMate
overall ,paper use still seems up in the air.

Children were excited about going out to ask questions and got their
lists together,very 'quickly (in contrast to last Tuesday's session).
This activity was without adult direction. Also, no teacher'sugges-
tions were provided and nafure/vlue of questions seemed dubious..

Some questions did not seem to .bear on issue: What colors'do you use?

One wonder's whetber the kids really knew what they were about. Also,

dogood questions mattkr?'

- - Gary & Blair came back with data On paper use in the kitchen: .1)

The 'data was difficult tO\understand (far the adults

,especially); he boys.did not really kno4 wb to do with it:
. 4

They'tried to womk ! 10,000 napkinShcase ,

x '300 packs,Of napkins /case

1 ?'

:reacher involvement at this point(was solely to:emilowe the boys- '

thopghts.

- - Among issues here: 1) Is-accurate data ortant? 2) Taking at face

Wive what the children bring back, they are of able to do the needed

calculations with that data. This may mean two things (though the
twocetild actually telescope into one: 1) How to organize the data
so that calculations can be done was not clear to them; 2),The actual

algorithms needed were also beyond them..
'N.

ti t

Indicates session leader
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Observer'fName:

Marilyn Ha]], Arit Stenge *,.Geofge Springer

Date of Observatton:

November 13

Observations:

4, \...4

VI: A-7

114

With fheCalculatorsi.the children went about doing the same Calcula-
tio'ns as withodt..them. Again,,;at this point, .aduits'were involved only
to try to understand. the. thought prcicesses beingsused: Two issues can
be raised: '1) The decision' of What.to do with the data is still not k
logically cfear pheAor the.thiTOrgil aY The calculator display was
either accepted ieteuf question or checked. by hand, raising the ques-
tion Of whether' or not the machine isiff any real valde. Generally,
the children:wante& to diyide or multiply; but no one was sure why.
(Or! what the "answers" theyAot meant.)

One child could. not get,data on the room she.chose. .What 'aLTp the
implications of this for that child l'../is'd -vis the gl.oup?

-

One child did decide to -work Avith°30 Oackajjestyear when given a figUre
oU.300,400 packages/year.(Yet., then she diVided.:* 500 (because there

..'are 500 sheets /package ?).)
. .

.

With help in organizing'data and setting ip the iiecessary algorithM,
only some of the children caught onto, what needed to be done. Even
then, they didn't transferthis to another similar sub-problem.

Relationship of, how many per pack, th packs per case and then cases
per year and relationship of schobl d s/week, weeks per,school year
and school year to calendar year seem d difficult for the children tir
keep straight.

Rematnders in decimal fprm were not within. the children's. repertoire:
"What a high number. And all.I wanted to know was 25 divided by 7."

* Indicates session leader
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VI, A-8

Observiir's'Name:

.1" Marilyn Ip11*, Art Stengel, Debbie
.

'Date of Observation::

November 18

st.

Observations:

a

Whitehurst

Making estimate froma 'sample is still tough. They did get into it
when pressed (Gary:'"It'S-sortof,iike a maytle."); 6ut'always seemed
to bounce back and forth between.estimativg and wanting concrete
figures (actual uses). (Susan! most into estimating; Andrea: most
into actual use), ,.

What date represents is not clear to them: e.g.paper towels figure, -
ditto' paper figure. Who is giving whA figures on whose use is not
understood by kids.

What types Of-paper-are being considered'is still'not clear: do work-
books count?

!.

21" Blair hada gdod notion Ofwhat tp do with listsof types of paper
; use it as a checkliSt-against-information gathered. But, no one elSe

picked upon it, then he; too,-dropped it without a hassle.

Gary & Blair'were convinced thatall they had to do was add all the
different numbers gained. to get the answer. Towels, napkins, etc.
were judged equal.

In conversation, no one'frought .uo paper use per year re: number of'
trees: used up.. Focus ma§ on amounts of paper as per data gathered.

p

4

* Indicates session leader
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Observer-1s Name:
Alb

Marilyn Hall*, Art.Stengel,ogebbie Whitehurst

Date of Observation:

NoveMber 20.

Oblervations:

This session was primarily organized. and led by teacher.

In response to question on what needed tosbe done, responses like
"calculate it" and "add.all those.together'were typiCal, .

Various relationships. remained unsettled: one'child Wanted to multiply
a figure by 2 to .get use for three rooms.. ince her' figure represented

: use for,1 room, she only needed 2 more! Algther wanted to mUTtiply a
per nar figupe by 180. days (in a school ye-ar), .Another child wanted

.to.multiplyliumber of papdr towels by number of napkins. And, still',
another wanted to multiply 9'x. 12 (because a sheet of paper is, 9 inchesx 12 Mthesig. (Her answer on the calculator was 108 and she. said it
was "108 inches...:.I mean-centimeters.") "Answers".to sub-problems-

. were.the resultrof_this type of thought and work.,.

The intensity- Of the children'sefforts to achieve an'answer was very
great and impressive.

- - Reconciling. data gotten from sources with personal perception of use
Was never accomplished. E.g., napkin use,mUst be. higher because some
people rip theirS up. and have to go bacJOr more. What-do the+Aata
really mean to these children?'

- - Once the "grand figdre" had been, tabulated, one child did say that .
' we now haqe-to figure out how many trees. was not clear what> the 4

'others thought of this idea.

children were impressed with the 'grand.figure." 'Probably because
it was large. It is alsO peolmble that-it was this. factor=-size--that
led to the assumption which_MY stated. That,i:s..; the school was wasting

_a lot of .paper.

A thought arose in watching the lastcouple of days: Were. the children
addin non-equivalent units because they are, developmentally, unable
to deal with eqUivalence?. Or are they so well.Oined to'just add
numbers that this problem became anoth4r, larger; .bUt typical p.roblem
in which numbers ekist,excluSive-of unit?

J3

* IndiCates session leader
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VI. A=10

-Sample.of.final comments from the children:'

"We found out:how.much Aper.we used and how much we shouldn't Nmste."

"!It was fun."

"It was bor.-41g."

"We got to7Ose the calculators." c

"We got to go out and go to the class oms."

"We got to miss a Social Studies test." e(This was on the last day only.)

"I /never knew we Could figure if oo ut...but we did!"

I
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SECTION III

ANALYSIS OF OBSERVATIONS

Problem Feasibility for Children

4:, Affective Issues

1. Interest in problem

a. Initially (first session)

1) High

b. During other session

2) Varied from day to day
.

2. - Feelings of success

a.'.On parts of the problem

B.

.

VI. A-11

1) Positive feelings resulted froM completing data
gathering and data manipulation. [.

2) Otherwise, no sutcess or failure affect noticed/

b. On whole problem

3) Yes (see. cognitive issues for discussion of problem
perception) ./,"

3. Activities of particular note for degree of affect generated

a: Generating questions to be asked,yielded intense work just
prior to going out.- (Interestingly; the same task did not
yield the same response at the end of the previous session.):

1) The exception was one girl who could not gather data
from her 'chosen source. She was quite upset with this

% turn of.events..

, Gathering information challenged children and was-especially
enjoyable for them.

c:PAforming calculation with gathered, data and workirig toward
the final answer had all the children working hard.

'd.-Questions soliciting opinions from the group generated
much discussiOn, involvement and a good deal of argument'.

Cogniti"4ssUeS.,.

1. Ability to structure (actommodate).. problem

.a. Big (whole) prob

1) Very ited if existent at all ,

b)

Initial. discussion was, enthusiastic. and touched on

strategies. Buti,without adult-leaderthip,.it remained
bitorganized and non:goal directed.

Even.witI4 adult leader;4ip, lack of resolution of
conflicting,ideas makes one doubtful of students'
ability to grasp.the problem in its.entirety.

42.
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VI, A-12

b, Sub-problemS

2) SOmewhat greater, but still quite limited

c) Lack:of ability to develop precise questions for
data gathering and inability to grasp meaning
(relatibnships) of data again raises doubt of the
students' ability to grasp sub-problem on its own
terms.

2. Ability to assimilate problem

a. Big (whole) problem

1) High

a) Enthusiasm surrounding the achievement of the "answer"
indicates the existence, for the Children, of a, problem.
they have successfully dealt with. They have, it
seems, modified the problem to suit their perceptions
of it.

b. Sub-problems

b)0 See comment above on assimilation of whole problem.;
Situation here is analogous.

3. Goal perceptions

a., Ability to perceive goal

1) Must be severely reduced by cognitive limitations

a) Willingness to accept "a number" as the solution
seems much to the point here.

b),Yet, one must keep in mind that a goal was perceived
c and achieved by most all of the students.

b. Ability to keep goal in mind

2) Good, -if one is willing to accept student-perceived
goal\as actual goal

c. Perceptions of acceptable solution,

3) All children were quite satisfied with simply adding
up all the numbers they had gotten. 4

4) One child said that we then had to figure oat how many
trees this was. But, in later dfscusion, this;samg
student stated great pleasure at hak;ihg gotten he

answer, ,It seems as though there were two separate
problems-in the child's mind--one to get the amount of/
paper and another to get the number of trees. Apparenn
the two were not related as one task to be done.



VI, A-13

4 ;Content level
.

a. Many issues touched on in this problem were not readily;
I

understood. by the children:
IP

1) 'Relationships as,described below remained unresolved
issues,for them.

a) School week to calendar week to school month to
calendar month to school semester to school year
to calendar year.

b) Various units of a given .tYPe'of paper, e.g., napkins
to packs of napkins. to cases of napkins:

-0 Various units of different. paper to each other, e.g.,
'napkins to paper towel4 to dtpto paper.

d) Types of paper to data needed to solve problem and
which way(s).Of categorizing "types" is (most)
helpful in gaining needed data.. (e.g., does listing
by color _help?).

2) Using an estimate vs. getting actual use figures was
never resolved. At times some of the children seemed
quite set on accepting estimates. Only to turn around and
hedge back to needing actual figures. _

3) Finding a way of equating the various paper units did
not really enter into their picture of this's. problem.

4) Calculations with he data gathered were of no value or
meaning. Numbers were multiplied or divided without
ireason and answer had as muchmeaning.

Group Issues - -While these undoubtedly fall into Affect and Cognitive°
Issues, it was felt best to provide special Attention to these
issues in thisway.

1. Group Skills

a. These children generally could riot organize their ideas
when working in a' non-adult-directed group 'setting. It,.

.seems clear'that students fromA traditional class setting
need a framework and /or guidance when working in a group.,

2. Group Affect

a. Without adult leadership, (the only kind specifically utilized
in this pilot), the group activities disintegrated into
hassling. -=,It remained relatively good natured, bit it
was indeed interpersonal in nature.

II. Problem Feasibility for Teacher

A. Time

,1 Overall time needed to complete problem

a. timated at 4-6 hours

b. P selbly tolerated but pushing upper limits for traditional
teachers.



-2: Student/Teacter contact time

a. As it stands now, teacher supervision oulabe required
most of_the time.

b. This requirement is probably not reasonable to expect
fulfillment on.

B. TeacherSkills

AI; A-14

.

go.

1. As it stands now, it is difficult to list teacher skills;
It does seem, though, this issue needs careful attention
since it seems possible that too much maibe.expected of
the "typical classroom teacher."

.15
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